Shared
Services
your way
Personalised experiences co-designed with users

Personalised services
co-designed with users
We provide an extensive range of shared services for clients in
a constantly evolving environment. Expectations, business
challenges and technology are changing faster than ever before.
We’re listening to our customers and
responding, with creativity and ingenuity,
to co-design our services and solutions in
partnership with users. Our aspirations fall
nothing short of producing a cutting edge,
personalised user experience.

During 2021, we will continue to combine the
benefits of consistent, scalable delivery and
next-generation technology, by establishing an
Intelligent ecosystem, capable of
integration with any operating platform, to
offer innovative business and service solutions
to our clients.
This intelligent ecosystem will be available to
all our users as a mobile app in 2021, ensuring
it’s readily available to all our users.

Matt Hurley, Director of
Service Strategy & Innovation

Our innovation strategy and roadmap has
three core drivers:
•
•

•

Delivering personalised user
experiences
Moving towards intelligent and
automated shared services on the cloud
- accessible anywhere, anytime and on
any device
Generating incisive business intelligence
as the catalyst for ground-breaking
public service transformation.

It’s not the start of a journey, it’s a
continuation of our growth as a trusted
partner for our clients – a partnership that
is delivering Shared Services their way.

Our capabilities
7m+

transactions handled
for the Government

2m+

invoices processed
annually

£50bn+

in payments processed for
the Government every year

1.2m

recruitment applications
processed in 2020

860k

case files stored safely
and securely for MOD

410k

MOD pension payments
processed each month

3m

citizens supported
across the UK

Previous innovations
myHub
continually improving our one-stop portal
for fast access to guidance and forms and
enabling access via a personal device

My Service Requests

APEX forms
data capture for personal information,
requesting user responsilibilites and
requesting user payments

improved processes and application

Oracle Skins

Live Chat

refreshed and modernised screens

establishing our omnichannel
contact centre services

User dashboards

SMS text messaging

easy way for employees and
managers to view pay information

automated alert for payroll cut-off
dates and service request statuses

Digital CRM solution

Chatbots

enabling a seamless journey for our
customers, through our contact
centre channels

establishing our omnichannel
contact centre services

User
dashboard myPay
Just wanted to say
that the new myPay
option is really useful.
It saves having to go
through several menu
options to open a
payslip.
Client employee

Personalised
user experiences

Co-design with
users for users
We engage and involve users to co-design,
develop and improve our services.
• We chair a User Experience Board with our
Government clients and are continuously
learning from departmental customer
experience teams
• We are using customer personas and running
‘design thinking’ workshops with clients to
identify personalised solutions for users
• We have introduced a Model Office prototype to
develop and test solutions with clients
• Users have the facility to send us feedback on
their experiences at anytime using our Rant &
Rave channel

The voice
of users
Our users want
us to improve
their experience.

We’re listening,
we’re taking
action.

The voice of users
Digital forms
We introduced new
digital forms to
simplify the user
journey

Personalised
user experience
We implemented new
functionality making the
user experience better

Omnichannel

myHub

Users would like more flexible
ways of contacting SSCL and
feel there’s a continuity of
their engagements

We will introduce new
services, tools and
screens, simplifying user
access to SSCL services,
any time

Personalised
one-stop portal
for users
myHub is our multi award-winning
one-stop portal providing employees
with fast and integrated access to a
knowledge base, including guidance
and training, interactive tools and
forms.
myHub is available anytime, anywhere from any
device. The portal was co-designed with end
users in deep-dive workshops and engagement
throughout design, development and testing.
Users want a personalised, user-friendly
interface with fast and intuitive access to useful
information and advice, supported with
intelligent search capability.

myHub: best use
of technology
award
600,000+
self-service interactions every month

6.1m

page hits in 2020,
up from 3.9m in 2019

92%

first contact resolved

80%

overall satisfaction

1st

best use of technology
– 2019 British Chamber of Commerce Awards
best AI/data product of the year
– 2020 Welsh Contact Centre Awards

I don’t normally do feedback,
credit where it is due – how
great it is to finally see a
really brilliant hub site for
Defra. There is so much
brilliant, relevant, and
important information on
there. Easy to navigate – very
easy to find things. I found
everything I was looking for.
Client employee

We’re measuring our performance

Mobile and
intelligent
automation

Enabling users
to self-serve
Business Process Automation (BPA)
SSCL is reimagining its business
processes and functions. We’re codesigning fully automated personalised
workflows and tailor-made solutions, to
ensure they meet our clients and users
requirements.

Taking the robot
out of the human
Robot process automation (RPA)

SSCL has developed and supports
the running of over 100 ‘digital
workers’ in our operations.
These ‘bots’ are capable of carrying out repeatable
administrative tasks. They can log into applications,
move files and folders, copy and paste data, fill in
forms, and extract structured and semi-structured
data from documents.
This helps our people to deliver an enhanced service
to customers.
We have a growing team of developers and technical
analysts specialising in RPA and focused on
automating manually intensive tasks.

Taking the
robot out of
the human
The upshot for the
customer is faster,
more efficient
processing and
lower costs

Data analysis
and business
intelligence

SSCL Data as a Service
Client ERP-held data

Enabling technologies we use

SSCL Insight
as a Service
Our full analytics and visualisation
service is managed and delivered
through SSCL or client tools

Client flat files

Client SaaS platform
/ database data

SSCL Structured
data services

Client contact
channel data
Data
warehouse

SSCL reporting &
operational data

We can structure, model and
share data ready for clients to
create analytics in their own
platforms and tools

SSCL Standardised
data service

Client Intranet/
internet data

OAC

Client Business data

We can transform discrete data sets
into what clients need, and share
them so that clients can access,
model and use them for analytics
and business decision-making.

Analytical platforms we can support
• We’re aligned with Government’s direction of travel in terms
of SaaS technology and data aspirations.

• We can manage the future services for you, or provide data
expertise as a trusted delivery partner for Government HR,
Finance and Analytics communities.

HR & Finance
enhanced
reporting

60+

complex HR and finance
monthly MI reports, across
five Government clients,
provided by our Enhanced
Reporting Service

150k

times a month our
Hyperion solution is
used, across 7 major
government clients

30%

reduction in time taken to
complete monthly forecasts
for our clients, delivering
significant improvements in
accuracy & FTE modelling

The Hyperion service is in
a very good place, giving
us F&A functionality we
hadn’t had before, and is
supported by a team of
genuine expertise.”
Client Finance Director

Deep-dive
data analysis
We use a number of analytical tools
(Qlik, Python etc.) to provide
enhanced visualisation, user
experiences and interfaces for drilling
into data sets and creating analyses.
In 2019 & 2020 we introduced expenses &
procurement card management, Procure to Pay
and Finance analytics, and multi-client service
level agreement (SLA) and key performance
indicators (KPI) tracking.
We also blended UiPath and Qliksense toolsets to
deliver the expenses and tax compliance solution.
We plan to integrate additional data warehousing
capability and apps into our services during 2020.

With Qliksense, SOP data has
taken on new meaning with the
ability to drill from the top of
the organisation to a view
across all areas, where major
contracts can be reviewed in
seconds and in the same
session drill down to the spend
on rail tickets by individual
members of staff - all within
half a dozen clicks.
Client Head of BI

An enhanced
collections
service
We’re transforming our
collections service
Our collections service uses data analytics to
ensure the right strategy is being used for each
and everyone of your customers.
Our technology is agile, allowing for strategies to
be updated in almost ‘real-time’ ensuring we’re
always pursuing the collection in the most
efficient way.
What’s more, your Organisation will be more
certain of the collections we will make and the
timeline for them to be completed. In turn
allowing you to make more certain and timely
investment decisions to deliver your business
objectives.

Our innovation
strategy and
roadmap

A new intelligent ecosystem

Cloud based

User
orchestration
& Automation

SSCL
gateway
(myHub)

Data
Warehouse

Application
programming
interfaces

SSCL
Service+

Omnichannel
solution

The intelligent
ecosystem as
an app
We are developing our Intelligent
Ecosystem as a mobile app.
In 2021 SSCL will introduce a mobile native app,
available on both the Apple and Google stores. This
will bring much of the myHub functionality to
personal mobile phones while allowing the use of a
range of mobile native applications.
This enhancement from the existing web access on
personal devices will ensure that SSCL is able to send
push notifications, enable improved Omnichannel
contact centre performance, and reduce end user
effort to complete common HR and Finance tasks.

The SSCL
API layer
We are implementing an
API management and
integration layer in 2021.
This will act as unifying layer
to connect the systems within
the Intelligent Ecosystem,
orchestrating data between
them, providing a seamless
user journey.

User journey orchestration
& a personalised
experience – myHub 3.0
We will give ‘one click’ personalised
access to an extensive knowledge
base and a range of intuitive
applications in myHub.
We are enhancing the tile layout, improving selfservice functions, adding new intelligent forms and
updating HR and finance processes.
It will be easier for users to source information,
navigate the site and process requests, supported
by new communications channels, including
chatbots and other automation to reduce
turnaround times.
The next iteration of myHub will provide deep,
relevant and timely insights. This allows us to listen
more carefully (and understand more clearly) to
make better-informed decisions for our users.

Digital workflow
management
We have introduced SSCL
Service+ into our ecosystem to
deliver digital workflow.
Its core function is to orchestrate work across different
platforms with SSCL advisers able to see all interactions
in one place. It can blend work across 1st and 2nd line
support teams and ensures all work is tracked, managed
and prioritised more effectively.
This will speed up response times, freeing up user time
to focus on their core business priorities. Users will be
able to view where every transaction is in a journey, the
next steps and the timescales involved.
In 2021, we will continue to roll out the digital workflow
across all our services and provide users with a digital
first experience.

Integrated
Customer
experience
Listening to our
customers
Our users said they would like
to contact SSCL in ways that
are convenient to them and at
a time that suits them.

Integrated
customer
experience
(ICE)
Offering users access to
a range of channels and
services, at a time and in
a place that suits them.
Users will be institutively guided
to the simplest solution that
meets their needs, ensuring they
only need to ask once and will
have the full range of SSCL
services at their fingertips.
Combining advanced analytics,
artificial intelligence, and
natural language processing to
offer users a modern,
seamless journey, regardless
of device, need, channel or
context.

Partnering
with strategic
suppliers
We are partnering with a
number of industry leading
strategic suppliers, to fulfil
our ambition of delivering a
truly digital first,
customer first service.
These strategic suppliers include:

Digital First,
Customer
First solutions
Listening to our customers
Our users said they would like to interact
with SSCL through innovative solutions,
like they use in their everyday lives.
We’re working collaboratively with our
strategic suppliers, to bring these solutions
to life for our users.

Empowering
our users
We will...
• combine a scalable delivery
approach with personalised
services and next-generation
technology
• listen to our customers to
understand their experiences and
requirements

• think about solutions that improve
those experiences and meet their
requirements
• act and respond with initiative,
agility, determination and speed to
deliver those solutions
• work with creativity and ingenuity
to adapt to new technology and
find opportunities to improve
performance

Thank you
matt.hurley@soprasteria.com
SSCL_Service_Strategy_and_Innovation_Team@gov.sscl.com

